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Erdik and Sen presented some comments on the paper entitled ‘‘Application of an adaptive neural fuzzy inference system
to thermal comfort and group technology problems’’ [1]. First, we would like to thank them for their interest in the paper.
Some of the comments are very useful but some other comments appear to be misinterpretation of the paper.
We would like to make clear that the paper is a very short paper. The purpose of the paper is to point out the usefulness
of the approach to some rarely discussed areas in engineering applications. It is assumed that the readers are familiar with
the combined neural-fuzzy intelligent algorithms with names such as adaptive neural fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) [2],
fuzzy adaptive network {FAN) [3,4] and other similar names [5,6]. Thus, introduction, even a short summary was not given.
1. It is well known that, in order to test the approach, the training data and the test data must be different. We certainly did
not use the same data for both training and testing.
2. The most commonly used fuzzy membership functions are triangle, trapezoidal and Gaussian (or bell-shaped functions).
Gaussian membership function was used because of its simplicity and because it has continuous derivatives. Of course,
any other bell-shaped function which has derivatives can also be used.
3. We did not provide nomenclature and terminology for the reason mentioned above. However, Erdik and Sen are correct
that we should have provided more details.
4. Since we used Gaussian MF the results can be expressed by the means and the spreads. Thus, we did not go into the
details about the resulting MFs.
5. This is a valid argument. We should have pursued further to determine which rules are valid.
Again, we wish to thank Professor Sen and his colleague for their attention to our paper.
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